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"THE NEW AUDIO SYSTEM IS AMAZING, THE AUTOMATION BEHIND THE BIG GREEN 
BUTTON AND THE INVISIBILITY OF THE MIXING SYSTEM IS ASTONISHING!" 

 
CSONGOR SZÉLES – PASTOR 

GREAT REFORMED CHURCH OF DEBRECEN  



p The Requirement 

The Great Reformed Church in Debrecen is Hungary’s largest Protestant church, 
with a footprint of some 1,500m² and a capacity of 5,000, including 3,000 seated. 
Built between 1805 and 1824, the neoclassical building has witnessed great historical 
events, including the Hungarian declaration of Independence, which was made in the 
Church by Lajos Kossuth in 1848. Some years ago the Church decided to reach out, 
especially to young people, by streaming worship services over the internet, and 
through live performances by its worship band, Eden. However the Church’s existing 
technical systems proved a constraint.  
 

The Chuch has worked closely with Allen & Heath distributor, Audmax, to overcome 

the challenges of designing a new audio system for such an important and historic 

building. The main pastor for youth and leader of the Eden band explained his vision 

for the Church, with the following priorities: 

 Excellent speech intelligibility everywhere  

 PA system capable of handling live music during worship services 

 PA system for live events (concerts, theatrical performance, etc) 

 Automated workflow (one button operation) without technical staff 

 Routing and patching system to and from different areas of the church, 

multitrack for broadcast, OB van 

 Multitrack recording 

 Invisibility (only the speakers could be visible) 

 Foolproof  

 
Krisztian Varga from Audmax had the task of designing the new system. 
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 The Solution 

The modular iLive iDR10 MixRack was chosen as the core of the system, loaded 

with Dual Input modules for two possible stage positions and Mic/Line modules for 

wired gooseneck and wireless microphones, plus AES inputs for video players. The 

outputs provide an 8 way feed to the main PA system via AES with full processing 

(EQ, Delay) for optimal coverage. The speaker system is a discreet white L-

Acoustics KIVA system for the main arrays and L-Acoustics 5XT speakers for 

additional speakers.  

 

During normal operation the iDR10 is controlled with a single PL-10 remote 

controller. The setup is very sophisticated, with a lot of automation stored in the 

default scene. The PL-10 panel was customized with large green and red buttons. 

For daily operation the pastor simply needs to push the green button at the start - 

the system then runs in normal mode, the PA and the microphones are live, and the 

pastor can control the volume of his mic and the main PA within a limited range. 

 

In concert situations the system can be extended with a mobile iDR-32 MixRack and 

an iLive T-80 Surface. A wireless network is also available for control via iPad or 

computer. For the largest projects the iDR-32 and iDR10 can be connected through 

Port-B ACE to operate as a single dual-rack system, controlled by the T-80 Surface.  

 

A Dante networking card in the iDR10 allows multichannel recording and broadcast 

and is also useful when the Eden band tours with the mobile system. The iDR10 has 

a number of different scenes programmed for different setups, but it is also foolproof 

thanks to the possibility of loading a concrete scene during the boot sequence. This 

means that for everyday operation, if anything unexpected happens the system can 

be reset by simply switching off and on.  

 

Possible future plans include the option for the band to use the ME Personal Mixing 

System to control its own monitors.  
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